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New Royal Colours 2022
Influencer Exclusive colours
Justin

WOLF GREY

CHALKY BLUE

EVERGREEN
CLOUDY YELLOW
ALKY BLUE
MARINER BLUE

COLOUR SPECIFICATION: C - 0%, M - 80%, Y - 95%, K - 22%
N.B. The Black out line maybe reversed out of a background and can appear white.

After living in the same house for 46 years, Prue Leith and her
husband John, moved to a new build house in January 2020.
The new garden was a blank canvas with a wide-open brief BUT it
had to have colour and lots of it. The colour was added through plants
and trees but also through upcycling their garden furniture. And that’s
where Protek came in.

Prue’s Exclusive Colours

From the colour chart Prue and John selected some of the brightest,
and most vibrant shades that would undoubtedly ‘pop’ in the garden.

ED TERRACOTTA

NKY

SMOKEY GREY

‘This warm, welcoming and
calm neutral will transform
your garden beautifully into an
urban oasis’
Justin@design_at_nineteen

Royal Exterior Guardsman Red

FADED TERRACOTTA
SMOKEY GREY
RGREENPALE PISTACHIO

ours

CLOUDY YELLOW

Nude Taupe is a natural earthy
shade that sits between grey
and brown. As a neutral shade
it gives a modern twist.

Prue’s Exclusive colours

GUARDSMAN
RED
Quinky
Guardsman Red
Somerset Blue

Lime Green

QUINKY

SOMERSETLIME
BLUEGREEN

Nude Taupe

Lucy
Miami Vibes is a grown
up but fun colour that
adds vibrancy to any
project. It works beautifully with soft pinks and
pastel greens.
‘I wanted to create a
green that was fun
but was also a classic
shade. I took inspiration from the warm and
vibrant Miami colour
palette. It works perfectly with soft pinks
and pastel greens’

LIME GREEN

Miami Vibes

Colour Refresh 2022
www.protekwoodstain.co.uk

Lucy@victoria_road_
restoration
Colours used Royal Exterior Smokey Grey and Clouded Yellow

New colours for 2022
We have introduced eight new colours for 2022. Available in Royal Exterior these
colours are right on trend and will be sure to enhance any garden. Using the
latest technology these colours have high levels of strong pigments that give
great colour depth, and are VOC free, APE free and Formaldehyde-free.
Chalky Blue is a
soft, light powdery
blue based on a
traditional garden
Chalky Blue
favourite colour
Forget-Me-Not blue. It would work well
as a contrast colour against our NEW
Mariner Blue.

Clouded
Yellow

Clouded Yellow is
a cheerful, happy
colour that is sure
to add a touch of
sunshine to any
garden.

Evergreen is a rich
mid green colour.
This timeless garden shade like an
Evergreen
evergreen plant is
a strong dense colour that would work
well on buildings, and planters
(as well as a background colour to
Faded Terracotta and Pale Pistachio).
Faded Terracotta
is a soft pale
orange. The sun has
Faded
bleached the bright
Terracotta
vibrant terracotta
and created a dusty muted shade that
can be used on masonry as well as
wood. (Bring a bit of the Mediterranean
to your garden this season)

Mariner Blue is
mid blue with soft
undertones. A great
new contemporary
Mariner Blue
colour that would
complement earthy tones such as
Dove Grey, Warm Clay and Soft Mocha.
It also works well as a contrast against
our NEW Chalky Blue.
Pale Pistachio is
a subtle yellowish
green inspired by
the nut. This light
Pale Pistachio
airy green is the
perfect modern pale colour that would
work well in all situations.
Smokey Grey is
the light smoke that
rises from a wood
fire or BBQ. With a
Smokey Grey
whiteish yellow
undertone this grey is subtle and would
work as a perfect backdrop to other
dark greys including our NEW Wolf Grey
or the other popular greys in our range.
Wolf Grey is a dark
moody grey reminiscent of a wolf’s
coat. This deep
Wolf Grey
neutral shade is
bang on trend and will enhance any
outdoor project from fences and
garden buildings to planters.

Before

Milking Parlour
Our water-based paints are
very versatile and can be used
on wood, metal, masonry and
even plastic.
Using the latest technology our
colours are vibrant and long
lasting. The strong pigments
used are VOC free, APE free
and Formaldehyde-free making
them safe for children, pets,
plants, birds and even bees.
Get the look….
How we created this tropical
courtyard garden using the
versatile Royal Exterior
• The chairs were painted in
a diluted Stone Grey to
create a wash effect.
• The metal chair was sprayed
with Somerset Blue.
• The walls were painted in 		
Chalky Blue
• The rainbow arch was created
using Fuchsia Pink, Giddy 		
Green and Clouded Yellow.

